You have always been highly regarded for building the highest towers. You enjoy a challenge and love to complete to win. You want to have the last word on everything.

You like to blend in and not make waves. You will go along with whatever the rest of the team decides and do your best to get the job done.

You see no value in building a tower. You are participating to have some fun.

Your contributions to a team never seem to be valued. You try, but are losing your motivation to contribute.

You want to avoid risks. You want to work on the first obvious solution that comes to mind. You tend to be negative about different ideas.

You are very concerned about every detail. You want a lot of clarifications before proceeding on a task. You work slowly but what you do is done well.

You think that your ideas are the best. You have little patience for others. The best way to get something done is to do it yourself.

You are very, very tired.
You don’t care about the tower or being successful. You just want your teammates to like you.

You are a planner. You really don’t like getting going until there is a documented approach for how to proceed.

You want your team's balloon tower to be the best, but you keep comparing your team's tower with another team's balloon tower.

You're worried about running out of supplies, so you are constantly second-guessing whenever someone wants to use the materials.

You hate messes, so you keep putting supplies that are left out back into the box whether or not someone might be using it.

You're a lot more interested in your phone than in the tower.

You really just want to work with your buddies, and will always back their ideas.
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